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Needle & Thread Collapsible Room Card
Supplies:
8” x 8” Crushed Curry Cardstock
3” x 3” Needlepoint Nook Designer Paper (Navy pattern)
3 ¼” x 3 ¼” Whisper White Cardstock
2” x 3” Whisper White Cardstock (for label)
2” x 3” Old Olive Cardstock (to punch leaves)
3 ½” x 3 ½” Old Olive Cardstock
3 ½” x 3 ½” Needlepoint Nook Designer Paper (flowers)
(2) 3 ½” x 3 ½” Whisper White Cardstock (one to die cut from)
½” x 3 ½” Needlepoint Nook Designer Paper (Old Olive pattern)
¼” x 3 ½” Night of Navy Cardstock
20” Whisper White 1/8” Sheer Ribbon
Instructions:
• Score Crushed Curry cardstock at 4", turn and score at 4" again. Cut along the middle score line and
score on a diagonal as shown in the diagram.
• Pull the bottom right fourth of the square over on top of the bottom left fourth and adhere to create a
diagonal cross section of a box. Use strong adhesive such as Tear and Tape or Multipurpose Liquid Glue.
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Front: Die cut stitched label and then punch around it with Pretty Label Punch. Stamp “friend” in Poppy
Parade ink on label. Stamp small flowers in Crushed Curry ink and die cut theme. Layer elements on card
front, using Stampin’ Dimensionals under the Whisper White cardstock and label. (Secure ribbon across
the front of the card front before layering the cardstock or feed it under the space created by Stampin’
Dimensionals.)
Inside: Adhere the designer paper to the left “wall”.
Stamp the sentiment on near the top center of the Whisper White cardstock. Add the strips of designer
paper and cardstock at the top and adhere to the “floor” of the inside.
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Die cut the stitched detail on to the Old Olive cardstock. Stamp
the flowers and leaves in Poppy Parade, Crushed Curry, and Old
Olive ink and die cut with the Needlepoint Elements Framelits.
Layer the flowers and leaves on the Old Olive cardstock using
Glue Dots.
Adhere the Old Olive square to the diagonal fold -- only putting
adhesive on the top half so the bottom portion can pull out and
fold flat with the card. Tip: Apply the adhesive on the Crushed
Curry diagonal fold to make sure the adhesive goes only where it
needs to be. Use strong adhesive such as Tear & Tape Adhesive.

